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ABSTRACT: I have previously argued that stem cell experiments cannot demonstrate that a single cell is a stem cell (Fa-
gan 2013a, b). Laplane and others dispute this claim, citing experiments that identify stem cells at the single-
cell level. This paper rebuts the counterexample, arguing that the alleged ‘crucial stem cell experiments’ do not 
measure self-renewal for a single cell, do not establish a single cell’s differentiation potential, and, if interpreted 
as providing results about single cells, fall into epistemic circularity. I then discuss the source of the dispute, lo-
cating it in differences between philosophical and experimental perspectives.
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RESUMEN: He defendido que los experimentos con células madre no pueden mostrar que una sola célula es una célula 
madre (Fagan 2013a, b). Laplan, entre otros, cuestionan esta afirmación apelando a experimentos que identifi-
can células madre a nivel unicelular. Este artículo refuta el contraejemplo argumentando que los supuestos “ex-
perimentos cruciales con células madre” no miden la autorrenovación de una única célula, que no establecen el 
potencial de diferenciación de una célula, y que, si se interpretan como si aportaran resultados sobre células úni-
cas, incurren en una circularidad epistémica.  A continuación discutiré la fuente de esta disputa localizándola en 
las diferencias entre la perspectiva filosófica y la experimental.
Palabras clave: Experimento, células madre, modelos, experimentos cruciales, in vivo/in vitro.
1. Introduction
Stem cells are much-discussed but elusive scientific entities. They have received widespread 
attention since 1998, when human embryonic stem cells were first experimentally pro-
duced (Thomson et al 1998). A subsequent milestone is ‘reprogramming’ of mature mam-
malian cells into stem cells (2006-2007), for which Shinya Yamanaka received the 2012 
Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine (Takahashi and Yamanaka 2006, Takahashi et al 
2007, Nobel Committee 2012).1 Even these briefly-sketched examples highlight an im-
portant feature of stem cell research: stem cells are characterized in terms of their origins 
*  This paper has benefited from comments and discussion with Allan Franklin, Lucie Laplane, PSX4 par-
ticipants, PSA 2012 participants, an anonymous reviewer for Cell Stem Cell, and anonymous reviewers 
for THEORIA – An International Journal for Theory, History and foundations of Science. The research 
was funded by a Rice University Faculty Innovation Fellowship (HRC).
1  This prize was shared with John Gurdon, who fifty years earlier successfully reprogrammed frog nuclei 
using egg cytoplasm. 
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and outcomes, not properties of the cells themselves. That is, stem cells are understood in-
directly, in terms of where they come from and what they might do. Nearly all humanities 
and social science literature on the subject is concerned with what biological sources can 
be used to produce stem cells (e.g., human embryos, eggs, or mature tissues).2 Stem cell re-
search is motivated by the hope of treating a wide range of pathologies for which current 
therapies are inadequate, including spinal injury, neurodegenerative diseases, heart attack 
and diabetes. So the biological sources and therapeutic results of stem cell research are well-
characterized. While debate about the former has settled into a pattern of apparently in-
tractable disagreement (Thompson 2013), attainment of the latter hinges on experiments 
that reveal and bring under our control the properties of stem cells themselves - molecular, 
cellular, and developmental.
This paper builds on earlier work, examining stem cell experiments from a philoso-
phy of science perspective (Fagan 2013a, b, forthcoming). A disagreement in this nascent 
philosophical literature brings out important contrasts between this perspective and that 
of experimental biologists. Philosophy has long prioritized theory over experiment, with 
the consequence that experiment-driven fields like stem cell research have received very lit-
tle attention from philosophers of science. My own approach aims to address this lacuna, 
by deploying tools from recent philosophy of science that are well-suited to engage with 
experimental practices: accounts of models and modeling, mechanistic explanation, and 
causal intervention (Fagan 2013a). However, even so, there are subtle differences between 
my philosophical approach and that of stem cell researchers. This paper sets out the debate, 
defends my original position, and investigates the source of dispute by explicating back-
ground assumptions that distinguish my view from that of experimentalists. These reflec-
tions on the relationship between philosophical and experimental inquiry may extend to 
other projects in philosophy of experiment.
First, some background on stem cell biology and its central concept: the stem cell. Stem 
cells, though incompletely understood, are not wholly mysterious entities. Their general 
scientific definition is in terms of developmental capacities:
“Stem cells are defined as having the capacity to both self-renew and give rise to differentiated 
cells” (Ramelho-Santos and Willenbring 2007, 35).3
Cells reproduce by binary division; in a division event, a parent cell divides to yield two off-
spring cells.4 Self-renewal is production of offspring that resemble the parent cell. Differ-
entiated cells are specialized to play particular roles within a healthy organism, making up 
its diverse organs and tissues: nerves, blood, bone, muscle, etc. So stem cells are cells capable 
of producing both cells that resemble the parent ‘stem’ and cells that are more specialized 
2  E.g., Maienschein 2003, Gottweis et al 2009, Mazzolini and Rheinberger 2012, Thompson 2013.
3  Other general definitions add qualifications to this basic characterization; e.g., Essentials of Stem Cell 
Biology (Melton and Cowan 2009, xxiv) and information pages on the websites of the US National In-
stitutes of Health (http://stemcells.nih.gov/info/basics/basics1.asp) and the European Stem Cell Net-
work (http://www.eurostemcell.org/stem-cell-glossary). The basic definition above is robust, however; 
a common core of all the general definitions on offer. 
4  There are two modes of cell division: mitosis and meiosis. Stem cell phenomena involve mitosis; the 
term “cell division” here refers to that mode only.
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than the parent.5 Self-renewal and differentiation are relational processes, involving com-
parison across cell generations. Differentiation further presupposes a directed developmen-
tal axis along which cells can be classified as more or less specialized. This general definition 
of ‘stem cell’ can be explicated more precisely by recasting it as a simple abstract model with 
four variables: cell lineage (L), cell divisions/time interval (n), characters of candidate stem 
cells (C), and mature cell characters (M).6 This explication of the stem cell concept high-
lights the question of how the model connects to biological reality: the cellular phenomena 
of interest to stem cell researchers.
Briefly, values of the model’s variables are specified by experiments that aim to identify 
and characterize stem cells. That is, it is by experiment that the model is linked to biological 
entities that can be correctly termed ‘stem cells.’ These experiments, in practice, share a ba-
sic design. A consequence of the model and the experimental design, taken together, is that 
stem cells cannot be experimentally identified at the single-cell level (Fagan 2013a, 2013b).
Opposing this thesis, philosopher Lucie Laplane and several stem cell researchers have 
argued that some experiments can and do identify stem cells at the single-cell level (Laplane 
2013, pers. comm.). These allegedly ‘crucial stem cell experiments’ involve transplanting 
a single cell into an animal (an inbred mouse), and then tracking that cell’s descendants 
over time. If the result is long-term maintenance of a tissue derived from the transplant, 
then (they argue) we know that self-renewal and differentiation have occurred. Self-re-
newal must occur, because individual cells have short lifespans, yet the tissue is maintained 
for months or years. Differentiation must occur, because the specialized tissue cells are de-
scended from the transplanted cell. Such an experiment therefore provides unequivocal 
evidence that the single transplanted cell is a stem cell. So ‘crucial stem cell experiments’ 
appear to flatly contradict an important consequence of my modeling approach, demon-
strating that some experiments can unequivocally identify single stem cells. The following 
sections examine this debate, defending my original claim of stem cell uncertainty while 
also doing justice to the intuitions that make the counterexample compelling from an ex-
perimental standpoint. I then argue that these intuitions can be reconciled with my model-
based approach.
The paper is organized as follows. The next section sets out my model-based approach, 
and shows how the evidential constraint noted above follows from this and the basic design 
of stem cell experiments. Section 3 presents Laplane’s proposed counterexample in detail, 
beginning with a recent scientific illustration and from this extracting the key features of 
crucial stem cell experiments. I next argue that this example does not contradict my claim 
that single stem cells cannot be experimentally identified, for at least three reasons: the al-
legedly crucial experiments do not measure self-renewal for a single cell (Section 4a), do 
not establish a single cell’s differentiation potential (Section 4b), and, if their results are in-
terpreted in terms of single cells, commit an epistemic circularity (Section 4c). The rest of 
the paper delves into sources of the dispute, articulating an important contrast between my 
perspective and that of experimental scientists. Section 5 shows how the model-based ap-
5  It has often been noted that the general definition of ‘stem cell’ is inadequate as a definition in the tra-
ditional philosophical sense of providing necessary and sufficient conditions for correct application of a 
term. But rather than attempt an improved analysis, I treat the general definition of ‘stem cell’ as indi-
cating a concept that can be further explicated as an abstract model (see main text).
6  This model is presented in more detail below (Section 2).
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proach accommodates the allegedly crucial stem cell experiments, enrolling them as sup-
port rather than disconfirmation. Section 6 explicates several assumptions of experimen-
talists, which undercut or obscure the model-based perspective. I conclude by reflecting on 
some distinctive challenges for philosophy of experiment, suggested by this case.
2. Stem cell uncertainty7
My model-based approach explicates the general definition of stem cells as an abstract 
model, in Giere’s sense (1988, 2004). An abstract model, on this view, consists of objects 
and relations organized so as to be similar to a target system in certain respects and to certain 
degrees, with standards determined according to model-users’ purpose.8 More succinctly, 
“S uses [model] X to represent W [an aspect of the real world] for purposes P” (Giere 2004, 
743). The purpose of this model is to represent the stem cell concept in as few terms as pos-
sible, while making explicit the assumptions involved. It is in this sense a minimal model, de-
signed to represent a scientific concept rather than biological entities directly. The model 
presupposes several core tenets of cell biology: cells reproduce by binary division (see above); 
a cell’s life begins with a division event and ends with either a second division event yield-
ing two offspring or cell death and no offspring; and generations of cells linked by reproduc-
tive division form a lineage. The simplest possible lineage L is produced by one cell division 
event, forming a genealogical structure consisting of two cell generations. Generalizing from 
this case brings in another variable: n, the number of cell divisions or ‘cycles.’9
In the simple abstract model, both self-renewal and differentiation occur within a cell 
lineage L involving n divisions. In the limiting case of n=1, self-renewal and differentiation 
occur in L just in case one offspring cell is similar to the parent, while the other is more 
specialized. However, no two cells are similar or different in every respect. The compara-
tive concepts of self-renewal and differentiation should be understood as relative to a set of 
variable characters, values of which are compared across generations. For self-renewal, these 
characters are properties of individual cells, such as size, shape, surface expression level of a 
receptor, or internal concentration of a protein. Because there is no agreed-upon list of the 
characters relevant for stem cell self-renewal, the set of these characters is another variable, 
C. These three variables (L, C, and n) suffice to define self-renewal: self-renewal occurs in 
lineage L just in case parent and offspring cells in L have the same values of character set C 
for time interval (number of cell cycles) n.
Differentiation is more complicated, because this process presupposes an axis of increas-
ing specialization on which character-values can be ordered. The endpoint of this axis is the 
‘terminus’ of cell development: character-values of a mature, specialized cell. Each mature 
7  This section summarizes material that is treated at greater length in Fagan 2013a. See also Fagan 2013b, 
forthcoming. 
8  Giere’s ‘similarity’ account of the model-target relation has been criticized, and a number of alternatives 
proposed. The arguments here are independent of these ongoing debates (see Fagan 2013a, Chapter 2, 
for further discussion).
9  In the simplest case of a cell lineage, n = 1. If an estimate of cell division rate is available for cells of line-
age L, the value of n can be converted to an interval of calendar time, ranging in practice from hours to 
decades.
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cell type is distinguished from others by particular values for a set of morphological, bio-
chemical, and molecular characters. These mature cell characters include size, shape, pattern 
of gene expression, and physiologically significant behavior (e.g., contraction, antibody pro-
duction, electrochemical signaling). So the set of characters relevant for differentiation are 
those with values that distinguish the mature cell type(s) of interest (variable M). Differen-
tiation in lineage L is defined in terms of Mi (character-values of mature cells of one or more 
types) and a time-interval (t1-t2). A cell differentiates over some time interval just in case its 
character-values for M are more similar to those of mature cells (Mi) at the end of that inter-
val (t2) than the beginning (t1).10 Variables n and t1-t2 are inter-convertible if an estimate of 
cell division rate is available (n multiplied by cell division rate = time interval t1-t2).
The abstract stem cell model combines self-renewal and differentiation processes, de-
fined as stated above, into a single lineage L. The abstract model is a structure of objects 
(‘cells’) with characters C and M, the values of which vary over n or t1-t2 so as to satisfy the 
above definitions of self-renewal and differentiation (Figure 1). A stem cell, in this model, 
is the origin of a cell lineage L, with maximal self-renewal and differentiation capacity rela-
tive to a time interval of interest (n) and two character-sets for comparison across cell gen-
erations: C (characters of candidate stem cells) and M (mature cell characters). This model 
is abstract not only in the sense that it is non-material, but also in that it represents the gen-
eral stem cell concept, rather than straightforwardly corresponding to any concrete biologi-
cal entities. Further representational assumptions are needed to connect elements of the 
model to biological targets. Cells in the model can be interpreted, for example, as single-
Cell lineage L 
cell generations n 
cell character 
values C 
mature cell characters M 
Stem cell: unique stem of  
a cell lineage hierarchy  
relative to L, n, C and  

Figure 1. Abstract stem cell model
10  Note that this definition is inclusive, and does not distinguish between robust differentiation proc-
esses and transient fluctuations in cell characters due to stochastic noise in gene expression. The latter 
are not considered differentiation in scientific practice, and so this account of differentiation requires 
refinement to be fully integrated with current stem cell research. One way to accomplish this would be 
to limit values of t2-t1 to intervals indicative of robust differentiation processes. However, continued 
controversy about the nature of stem cells means that the issue needs careful examination before such 
constraints can be imposed. This examination is a task for another paper. Thanks to an anonymous re-
viewer for THEORIA for bringing up this point.
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cells, cell populations, or cell types. This paper is concerned only with the first.11 Moreover, 
to represent any particular biological phenomenon, the values of variables L, n, C, M must 
be specified. These specifications are made by experimental methods, to which I now turn.
Stem cell research encompasses a wide variety of experimental techniques and designs. 
My concern here is only with one kind of experiment: that which aims to identify and 
characterize stem cells in accordance with the abstract model. Experiments with this kind 
are crucial in linking the abstract stem cell concept to concrete biological phenomena. The 
original experimental identification and characterization of all the major varieties of stem 
cell (e.g., mESC, hESC, HSC, iPSC, etc.) follows a common pattern, which I outline below. 
For ease of exposition, I refer to these as ‘stem cell experiments,’ although they are far from 
the only kind performed using stem cells. They have special significance, however, as the ex-
periments by which stem cells are identified and characterized as such. It is via these experi-
ments (and no others, in current practice) that we learn what biological entities conform 
to the abstract stem cell model. Stem cell experiments are the class of experiments that pro-
vide evidence that certain cells are, or are not, stem cells.
These experiments exhibit a basic structure of three stages (Figure 2). The starting 
point is a multicellular organism, the source of cells that specifies lineage L. A lineage L of 
cells of a multicellular organism is further specified by species, age, and location within the 
source organism. For example, human embryonic stem cells are derived from the inner cell 
mass of very early (~5d post-fertilization) human embryos.12 Returning to the general class
characters organismal  
source (L)
  

Figure 2.  Stem cell experiments aim to show that biological cells have maximal self-renewal 
and differentiation potential, relative to specification of variables L N, C, M
11  For discussion of the latter two representational assumptions, see Fagan 2013a.
12  For more detail about how various types of stem cells are identified by experiments of this design, see 
Fagan 2013a, Chapter 2.
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of stem cell experiments: from the organismal source, cells are extracted and placed in a new 
environment, in which candidate stem cell characters are measured (C). Often but not always, 
self-renewal is measured at this stage (specifying n for self-renewal). The measured cells are 
then moved to another environment, in which capacities for differentiation can be realized. 
Finally, characters of differentiated cells are measured (M); the duration of this part of the ex-
periment also specifies t1-t2 (or n) for differentiation. Overall, stem cell experiments consist of 
two manipulations, each followed by measurement, of cells from some organismal source.
Experiments with this design can show that biological cells have maximal self-renewal 
and differentiation potential for certain values of L, n, C, M. Lineage L is specified by the 
source organism and tissue from which cells are extracted, time interval n by the duration 
of the experiment, and cell characters C and M by the cell properties measured during the 
experiment. Different experiments within the broader class of stem cell experiments spec-
ify different values of one or more of the model’s variables, and thereby identify different 
kinds of stem cell. The same biological cells can qualify as stem cells on some assignments 
of values to the model’s variables, and not others. This result makes sense of the rather be-
wildering diversity of stem cells in scientific practice (Table 1), which all conform to the 
general definition yet exhibit different morphologies, developmental capacities, and molec-
ular characters. One important consequence of this model-based account is that substan-
tive claims about stem cells should be understood in terms of experimental methods used 
to identify them. This guideline cuts short fruitless debates between groups using different 
experimental methods to identify stem cells of interest.
Table 1. Model-based classification of stem cells
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A second consequence is an evidential constraint on experimental measurement of self-re-
newal and differentiation potential. The constraint arises from three factors:
1. the general stem cell concept, explicated as a simple abstract model;
2. the basic design of stem cell experiments; and
3. the epistemic situation that motivates these experiments.
The first two are presented above.13 As for the third: the epistemic situation in which stem 
cell experiments are performed is one in which we do not know exactly which character-
values (if any) are had by all and only stem cells from a given lineage L. If we did have this 
information, we could identify stem cells in advance using the “stem cell signature,” which 
would replace C with a specification of stem cell character-values (cf. Leychkis et al 2009). 
But the character-values of stem cells from some lineage L are what these experiments aim 
to discover; we do not know them in advance.
Given these three factors, consider what would be required for a stem cell experiment 
to identify a single cell as a stem cell. To determine its self-renewal ability, a cell is placed in 
an environment that inhibits differentiation, and its descendants measured. The result is a 
measurement of that cell’s self-renewal relative to time-interval n and characters C. To de-
termine a single cell’s differentiation potential, the cell is placed in an environment condu-
cive to differentiation, and its descendants measured. The result is a measurement of that 
cell’s differentiation relative to time-interval t1-t2 (or n) and characters M. It is not possible 
to perform both experiments on a single cell. This is because the two tests require differ-
ent environments, while the initiating cell does not persist across division events in either 
context. (Stem cell biologists literally don’t know what they’ve got ‘til it’s gone.) So there is 
no way to experimentally measure both self-renewal and differentiation ability for a single 
cell. But stem cells are defined as having both capacities. It follows that stem cells cannot 
be identified and characterized at the single-cell level.14 This evidential constraint does not 
depend on the details of particular experiments or limitations of our current technology. It 
arises from the general definition of ‘stem cell’ (explicated in terms of the abstract model 
above) and the basic design of stem cell experiments.
As noted, our epistemic situation is also crucial. If we knew exactly which character-
values are had by all and only stem cells from a given lineage L, then this “signature” would 
replace variable C. Cells measured and shown to exhibit the stem cell signature could then 
be used as replicates from a homogeneous stem cell population to determine self-renewal 
and differentiation potential. But this is not the epistemic situation that motivates stem 
cell experiments. The aim is to identify and characterize stem cells; we do not know their 
13  The evidential constraint could be avoided by changing either the general stem cell concept or basic 
experimental design. One proposal for the former is to seek experimental evidence for the molecular 
grounds of the property of ‘stemness’ rather than ‘stem cells’ (Leychkis et al 2009, Fagan 2013a Chap-
ter 3). Other possibilities exist, not limited to those currently realized or proposed by scientists. A sys-
tematic exploration of these options is a task for future work. Thanks to an anonymous reviewer for 
THEORIA for raising this point. This paper’s aim is more modest: to defend the evidential constraint 
in stem cell research practice.
14  This is not the whole story for stem cell uncertainty, but it is the claim targeted by the objection. For 
more detail, see Fagan (2013a, 2013b).
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characters in advance. Given these conceptual, methodological, and epistemic factors, stem 
cell experiments cannot identify and characterize single stem cells.
3. Crucial stem cell experiments
Laplane’s objection to the above is straightforward: there are, she claims, experiments that 
measure self-renewal and differentiation at the single-cell level. More specifically, it is pos-
sible to “perform both experiments” —that is, test for both self-renewal and differentia-
tion— using “single cell (serial) transplantations” of putative stem cells into irradiated mice 
(Laplane, pers. comm. 2013). If this is correct, then some experiments can unequivocally 
determine whether a given single cell is a stem cell. The results of such ‘crucial stem cell ex-
periments’ contradict the evidential limitation stated above.
A high-profile example of such an experiment was recently reported in Nature (2013). 
Shalin Naik and colleagues used viruses to individually “barcode” cells from mouse bone 
marrow that share a set of surface receptors.15 Cells from this population were injected 
into mice treated with radiation to destroy their blood and immune cells, providing ‘phys-
iological space’ for transplanted cells to replenish those systems. Any immune cells that 
subsequently appear in the animal must therefore be derived from transplanted cells. Two 
weeks later, tissue from surviving mice was analyzed to trace the descendants of individu-
ally “bar-coded” cells (Figure 3). This experimental design allowed researchers to track the 
mature progeny of each transplanted cell and determine resulting “cell fates” – different 
kinds of blood and immune cells exhibiting distinct functions, morphology and molecu-
lar traits. Naik and colleagues’ experiment clearly measures differentiation for single cells. 
Because immune cells have very short lifespans, self-renewal is required to maintain an or-
ganism’s immune system over time. So the experiment also measures self-renewal, albeit 
for a short time-interval (two weeks). It seems to follow, then, that both self-renewal and 
differentiation potential can be measured by experiments of this kind: single-cell in vivo 
transplantation experiments. Such experiments are not minor or peripheral in stem cell 
biology, but serve as an exemplary “gold standard” for large areas of the field (Melton and 
Cowan 2009).
More precisely, single-cell in vivo transplantation experiments serve as the “gold stand-
ard” for identifying and characterizing one kind of stem cell: mouse blood-making (hemat-
opoietic) stem cells (HSC). HSC experiments have several features that distinguish them as 
a variant of the generic design presented above (Section 2, Figure 2). First, as in vivo experi-
ments, they use whole animals to measure stem cell self-renewal and differentiation poten-
tial. This contrasts with in vitro stem cell experiments, which use cell lines in artificial cul-
ture to assess self-renewal and differentiation potential.16 Laplane and others agree that the 
evidential constraint discussed above holds for in vitro stem cell experiments. Our dispute 
15  This “cell differentiation antigen” profile was: CD16/CD32-/CD127-/CD117hi/Sca1+/CD135hi 
(Naik et al 2013, Supplement). This profile specifies the set character-values C of putative stem cells in 
the experiment.
16  The in vivo/in vitro distinction is drawn in various ways across biological fields. In stem cell biology, in 
vitro methods are those that situate cells outside of any organismal body. See Landecker (2007) for the 
significance of cell culture techniques more generally.
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Figure 3.  Single cell in vivo transplantation experiments: a recent example 
(from Naik et al. 2013, 229). Used by permission of Nature 
Publishing Group
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concerns only in vivo stem cell experiments. In such experiments, the ‘internal milieu’ of 
an inbred mouse serves as the environment in which self-renewal and differentiation take 
place. This environment is more complex, less controlled, and less accessible to observation 
than in vitro cell culture. But the in vivo system is not ‘natural’ or unmanipulated. Inbred 
mice are highly-engineered model organisms (Rader 2004), further intervened on by radia-
tion to selectively destroy their blood and immune cells. Without an immune system, the 
mice die within a few weeks. Long-term survival (3-6 months) indicates a functioning im-
mune system, which must be derived from transplanted cells.
A second distinctive feature of single-cell in vivo HSC transplantation experiments is 
that HSC are not products of cell culture, like embryonic stem cells, but already present 
in adult tissues – specifically, bone marrow and (to a lesser extent) the umbilical cord and 
circulating blood. The challenge is to find the rare HSC by subdividing bone marrow cells 
into populations sharing particular combinations of surface molecules. Naik et al’s “bar-
code” innovation is a step beyond the standard single-cell method for HSC research: fluo-
rescence-activated cell sorting (FACS), a technology akin to ink-jet printing that sort cells 
one-by-one into populations with shared values for characters such as size, density, and 
surface molecule expression. In the standard experiments, sorted cell populations are se-
rially diluted before injection, so single cells are transplanted into mice for ‘radiation res-
cue’ – this is the “single cell (serial) transplantation” noted by Laplane. Any immune cells 
that subsequently appear in ‘rescued’ mice must be derived from a single transplanted cell. 
A third distinctive feature of Naik et al’s experiment is that self-renewal and differentiation 
are measured concurrently rather than at different stages of an HSC experiment. With-
out an immune system, the mice die within a few weeks. Because immune cells have short 
lifespans, self-renewal is required to maintain the immune system over time. Survival of 
three to six months indicates a functioning immune system, which must be composed of 
differentiated descendants of the transplanted cell. So both self-renewal and differentiation 
are measured in the same in vivo environment, during the same time interval. This arrange-
ment suggests a merging of the two measurements, which take place in two different envi-
ronments in the basic stem cell experimental design (see above).
characters 
organismal  
source (L)
mature immune cells 
 


longterm  
survival 
Figure 4. Crucial stem cell experiments: basic design
These features notwithstanding, HSC experiments in mice do share this same basic experi-
mental design (Figure 4). First, bone marrow cells are collected from an inbred mouse: this 
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specifies the cell lineage of interest (L). Second, extracted cells are sorted into sub-popu-
lations with shared values of morphological, functional and molecular characters, includ-
ing cell size, density and presence or absence of specific surface molecules. This measure-
ment specifies C, the set of characters relative to which stem cell capacities are assessed. 
The measurement takes place in a new artificial environment, assumed to have no effect on 
cells’ character-values (in part because this stage lasts only a few hours). Third, single cells 
from sorted populations are transferred to a new environment: an irradiated mouse. After 
several months (or weeks, for the barcode experiments) tissue samples are taken to measure 
differentiation ability of transplanted cells, by testing for the presence of different kinds of 
mature immune cells with distinct morphologies, surface receptors and functions. This fi-
nal stage specifies the time interval of interest n (or t1-t2) and the set of characters relative 
to which differentiation is assessed (Mi).
Single-cell in vivo transplantation experiments of this sort fall within the scope of my 
model and the consequent evidential limitation. The three factors that engender the limi-
tation all hold in this case. First, HSC conform to the general definition of a stem cell (Ta-
ble 1), so the abstract model should apply. Second, as noted, the HSC experimental design 
exhibits the pattern discussed above (Figure 2). The epistemic situation that motivates 
these experiments is less clear-cut. Here it is important to distinguish between two experi-
mental aims: identifying and characterizing HSC, on the one hand; and determining de-
velopmental capacities of cells assumed to be HSC, on the other. The evidential constraint 
on single stem cells concerns only the former (see Section 2). Naik et al’s barcode experi-
ments have the latter aim: the researchers assume that cells with a particular set of C-values 
are HSC, and use innovative experimental methods to determine these cells’ developmen-
tal capacities at the single-cell level. Interestingly, their results suggest that HSC so defined 
are heterogeneous: cells that share these character-values may give rise to one, two, or more 
kinds of immune cell (2013, 229-230). The single-cell results show so much variation, in 
fact, that Naik and colleagues can draw no clear conclusions about developmental path-
ways, and instead use principal components analysis to identify population-level patterns 
(see Figure 3). Heterogeneous developmental capacities of cells assumed to be HSC in ad-
vance of stem cell experiments is a recurring theme in four decades of bone marrow trans-
plantation research.17
The heterogeneity of results in Naik et al’s experiments cast doubt on their assump-
tion that HSC have been identified. Rather, identification of HSC is a work-in-progress, 
advancing since the first single-cell assays of the early 1960s.18 So although the intent be-
hind Naik and colleagues’ experiments puts them beyond the scope of my claim about the 
evidential constraints of stem cell experiments, their results indicate that these claims are 
still relevant. Moreover, single cell in vivo transplantation experiments that aim to identify 
and characterize HSC, rather than presupposing HSC already ‘in hand,’ are perfectly fea-
sible, as Laplane notes. In such cases, all three conditions for the single cell evidential con-
straint apply. This poses a significant challenge to the account presented above: apparently 
crucial experiments for stem cell capacities, which unambiguously demonstrate that a sin-
gle cell can both self-renew and differentiate to produce all the cells of the immune system. 
17  See Fagan 2013a, Chapters 2 and 8, for detailed discussion of the history of HSC research.
18  Till and McCulloch (1961).
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Laplane’s objection demands a careful response. The next section defends my original claim 
with a three-part rebuttal.
4. Rebuttal
The above sections set out both sides of the debate: the model-based account of stem cells 
and its evidential consequences, on the one hand; and the crucial experiments that appear 
to flout this constraint, on the other. In this section, I argue that the appearance of contra-
diction is illusory. Single-cell in vivo transplantation experiments do not violate the eviden-
tial constraints of my model-based account, for at least three reasons. I discuss each in turn.
a) Self-renewal
First, the allegedly crucial experiments do not measure self-renewal for the single trans-
planted cell. A single-cell transplantation into an irradiated mouse that subsequently sur-
vives with a functioning immune system shows that the ‘input’ of that one cell produces an 
‘output’ of diverse immune system cells, which is maintained for several months. Self-re-
newal is not measured for any particular cell in the lineage, but indirectly inferred from the 
experiment’s endpoint: generation and maintenance of a functioning immune system. Re-
call that self-renewal is a form of cell proliferation; a cell divides to produce at least one off-
spring cell with the same values for a set of characters C. It is difficult to imagine that all the 
cells of the immune system could be generated from a single originating cell without self-re-
newal occurring somewhere in the lineage – but Naik et al’s experiment does not test that 
assumption. The character-values of the transplanted cell are not checked for similarity 
with those of its descendants. Only differentiated progeny of the transplanted cell are meas-
ured. The relevant comparisons for these are diverse immune cell types (Mi). It is possible, 
for all the experiment shows, that every cell division event in the lineage stemming from the 
transplanted cell involves changes in characters C, such that no self-renewal occurs.
This scenario strains credulity, however, since vast increases in cell number are required 
to generate the immune system and its long-term maintenance requires that short-lived cell 
types be repeatedly replenished. So a single-cell transplantation experiment (with this out-
come) provides very strong evidence that self-renewal has occurred during the time inter-
val of interest. Given well-established background assumptions about the ‘lifespan’ of dif-
ferent blood and immune cell types, the results of single-cell transplantation experiments 
show that self-renewal is very likely to have occurred. But all this tells us is that self-renewal 
has occurred somewhere in the lineage of which the transplanted cell is the origin. It does not 
show that the transplanted cell itself is capable of self-renewal, which is the point at issue. 
Perhaps the transplanted cell divides to produce two more specialized progenitors that are 
capable of self-renewal, and these in turn give rise to distinct blood cell lineages. Or self-re-
newal might be deferred to a pool of four, eight, or sixteen slightly-varying progenitors – 
and so on. The single-cell transplant experiment tells us nothing about the lineage relations 
connecting the input of the transplanted cell with the output of specialized immune cells, 
measured weeks or months later. This is because the in vivo experimental design does not 
allow access to intermediate developmental stages. It is partly for this reason that debate 
about the structure of pathways of early blood cell development has persisted for decades 
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(e.g., Spangrude et al 1988, Kondo 2010). Indeed, Naik et al (2013) add yet another new 
proposal to those already on offer, rather than settling the debate.
So self-renewal results of single-cell in vivo transplantation experiments do not con-
flict with my model-based account. The evidential constraint associated with that model 
does not assert that we can never experimentally test for self-renewal in a cell lineage. The 
claim, rather, is that we cannot experimentally show that a single cell —in this case, the 
transplanted immune-system-generating cell— is capable of both self-renewal and differ-
entiation.19 In vivo single-cell transplant experiments can tell us that self-renewal has (very 
likely) occurred somewhere in the cell lineage. But they do not demonstrate that the trans-
planted cell (or any other single cell in the lineage) is capable of self-renewal.
b) Differentiation
Second, single-cell transplant experiments do not establish the transplanted cell’s differentia-
tion potential. Rather, they show that the transplanted cell can give rise to blood and immune 
cells within the body of a particular (extensively manipulated) mouse. But this result does not 
tell us what specialized cell types that cell might give rise to in other environmental contexts. 
Recall that a cell’s differentiation potential is revealed by placing it in an environment condu-
cive to differentiation, then measuring its descendants to see whether these exhibit specialized 
features of mature cells. Different kinds of mature cell are elicited by different environments; 
there is no generic environment for cell differentiation. A single cell can be placed in (at most) 
one such differentiation-conducive environment. We cannot realize the full range of differen-
tiation potential from a single stem cell, if that range exceeds one mature cell type. (And if it 
does not, we cannot experimentally discover this.) So we cannot tell what a cell’s descendants 
would be like in a different range of environments, or without any experimental manipula-
tion. In addition, because transplanted cells are simply ‘turned loose’ in the organismal body, 
the HSC experimental design does not identify ‘differentiation-inducing’ environments 
within the mouse or distinguish these from environments conducive to self-renewal. The re-
sults of single-cell transplantation experiments, therefore, do not provide any basis for com-
parison across cell capacities across environments, which could determine the full range of a 
cell’s differentiation potential. This is why debates about the full extent of HSC differentia-
tion capacity (aka “adult stem cell plasticity”) are difficult to settle, and why claims that HSC 
can be used in place of embryonic stem cells continually arise, abetted by political motivation.
As with self-renewal, single-cell in vivo transplantation experiments do tell us something 
about differentiation. They show that the transplanted cell has a capacity for differentia-
tion in the organism’s ‘internal milieu’ that extends at least to the major cell types compris-
ing the immune system. So the experiments unambiguously identify single cells with some 
capacity for differentiation. They do not, however, reveal the limits of this capacity – that 
is, they do not fully determine that cell’s differentiation potential. These transplanted single 
cells, as noted above, also give rise to a lineage in which self-renewal occurs. Setting aside the 
problems with attributing self-renewal to a single transplanted cell, one could say that these 
experiments identify single cells with some capacity for differentiation and self-renewal. But 
19  For further argument against experimental evidence for self-renewing stem cells, see Fagan (2013a, 
2013b). 
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this is not the same as identifying and characterizing stem cells. The category of cells with 
some capacity for differentiation and self-renewal is much more inclusive than the category 
of cells currently recognized as stem cells. The former includes, arguably, all cells that appear 
during the course of development, except for ‘terminally differentiated’ cells. The term ‘stem 
cell’ is used in a more restricted way, to designate cells that are ‘origins’ of a cell lineage, with 
maximal differentiation and self-renewal capacities (see Table 1). It is the latter concept the 
abstract stem cell model aims to explicate. Different kinds of stem cell are defined as exhibit-
ing differentiation potential varying from a single mature cell type to all the cell types com-
prising the adult organism. So if we cannot identify a single cell’s differentiation potential, 
then we cannot classify it in the way stem cells are classified in practice. Single-cell in vivo 
transplantation experiments do not overcome the evidential constraint, because a single 
cell’s differentiation potential cannot be determined by one transplant experiment. To de-
termine the full range of developmental possibilities, we would need to test a population of 
identical ‘replicate’ cells in a wide range of environments.
c) Circularity
The idea of a population of ‘replicate’ stem cells suggests a way to experimentally deter-
mine a single cell’s differentiation potential, bypassing at least this aspect of the evidential 
constraint. Suppose that we have a population of candidate stem cells that are identical, or 
homogeneous, qua stem cell; i.e., all cells in the population have the same developmental 
capacities. Given this homogeneous stem cell population, we can determine the differentia-
tion potential of a single transplanted cell with a set of replicate single-cell experiments that 
systematically vary the environment of cell differentiation.20 This approach seems to bypass 
the evidential constraint I defended above, at least as regards differentiation potential.
However, experiments like Naik et al’s cannot assume a homogeneous population of 
stem cells at the outset, if the experiment aims to identify and characterize stem cells of that 
population. Given that experimental aim, the assumption of a homogeneous stem cell pop-
ulation involves an epistemic circularity. Single-cell transplants are drawn from a popula-
tion of candidate stem cells that are homogeneous with respect to the values for characters 
C that are measured during the experiment. For example, Naik and colleagues sorted cells 
from mouse bone marrow to identify a population with the surface profile CD16/CD32–/
CD127–/CD117hi/Sca1+/CD135lo/CD150+ (Naik et al 2013, Supplement). For any such 
experiment, some set of character-values defines the population of candidate stem cells, 
which is therefore homogeneous with respect to those characters. But it does not follow 
that cells of that population are identical, or homogeneous, qua stem cell. That is what the 
experiment aims to discover. We do not know in advance that those character-values are 
the right ones for identifying stem cells for the lineage in question – or even if C is the right 
set of characters. A method using a different character-set C might very well pick out a dif-
ferent cell population to transplant.21
20  Although the in vivo ‘internal milieu’ is too coarse-grained to yield such systematic results.
21  Indeed, different laboratories and research groups often use different characters C, or associate differ-
ent C-values with ‘stemness.’ This is one reason that claims about stem cells should be understood as 
restricted, or relative, to particular experimental contexts.
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The epistemic situation is challenging, because we have no way other than experiment 
to identify stem cells’ properties and capacities. There is no predetermined list of characters 
and character-values that pick out all and only stem cells; experimental researchers must 
work this out for themselves. This is done via many iterations of the experimental design 
sketched above, which relates cell character-values to developmental capacities for self-re-
newal and differentiation (Figure 2). But, for the reasons given above, this two-stage ex-
perimental design cannot identify stem cells at the single-cell level. So we cannot show that 
all the cells in a particular population are individual stem cells with the same capacities for 
self-renewal and differentiation. That is, we cannot experimentally demonstrate that a pop-
ulation of candidate stem cells is in fact a homogeneous population of stem cells. For exper-
iments aiming to identify stem cells, the assumption of stem cell homogeneity is unavoid-
ably provisional.
As noted above, many experimental reports of in vivo single-cell transplantation exper-
iments (including Naik et al 2013) presuppose that the transplanted cells are a homogene-
ous population of blood-making stem cells (HSC). This practice is unproblematic, if the 
assumption is understood as provisional - a working hypothesis, subject to revision. Experi-
mental results indicating developmental heterogeneity within the population (such as those 
of Naik et al) prompt revision of a homogeneity hypothesis, leading experimenters to seek 
further characters to distinguish different sub-populations (“sub-sets”) within the original 
candidate stem cell population.22 In this way, stem cell experiments proceed via a ‘falsifying’ 
pattern: a proposed set of candidate stem cells with character-values C is found to exhibit 
developmental heterogeneity, prompting a revised (expanded) set of character-values.
The homogeneity assumption for stem cells is also unproblematic if the experiment is 
an application of prior knowledge, rather than an effort to identify stem cells. If we were 
in an epistemic position to know the character-values shared by all and only mouse HSC, 
then we could isolate that cell population from mouse bone marrow and transplant identi-
cal single stem cells into different environments (in vivo or in vitro). This effectively treats 
members of the HSC population as replicates of a single cell, overcoming the restriction 
on determining a single cell’s differentiation capacity discussed above. However, if we were 
in this epistemic position, we would already have HSC ‘in hand.’ There would be no need 
to perform an experiment to identify and characterize HSC. We could simply apply our 
knowledge of HSC to isolate all and only these cells for medical use.23 This case falls out-
side the scope of the evidential constraint on identifying single stem cells (see Section 2).
A problem arises, however, if these two unproblematic situations are conflated; i.e., 
the homogeneity assumption is not treated as a provisional hypothesis subject to revision, 
but presumed true in the interpretation of experimental results, as though we already had a 
“stem cell signature” in hand. In this situation, the assumption of a homogeneous stem cell 
population involves a form of epistemic circularity. And this is just the assumption required 
for allegedly crucial stem cell experiments to determine the full range of a single stem cell’s 
differentiation potential through ‘replicate’ experiments. Crucial stem cell experiments are 
22  This is the course followed by the history of HSC research: a steadily-lengthening list of character-val-
ues used to identify this type of stem cell (see Fagan 2013a, Chapter 8).
23  This is the protocol for bone marrow transplantation using HSC – but that procedure involves identi-
fying stem cell capacities in populations, not at the single-cell level.
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not applications of prior knowledge.24 They claim to identify and characterize stem cells at 
the single-cell level; that is, to show that a single cell with measured character-values C has 
maximal self-renewal and differentiation capacity (measured in terms of n and Mi) within 
lineage L. But, for the reasons given above, self-renewal and differentiation capacities of a 
single cell are not measured by in vivo transplantation experiments. The constraint on meas-
uring differentiation, at least, is lifted if it is assumed that the experiment is performed on a 
homogeneous population of stem cells, which can furnish replicate single cells. But how can 
that assumption be justified? Our only access to stem cells is via experiments, and those that 
identify and characterize stem cells share the basic design that gives rise to the evidential con-
straint at issue. So the homogeneity assumption can be justified only if we are able to identify 
and characterize stem cells of some lineage L before performing the experiment.
This is the circularity problem: to interpret the results of a stem cell experiment as ‘cru-
cial’ (identifying HSC at the single-cell level) is to presuppose the experiment’s success. A 
successful stem cell experiment measures characters C, values of which identify all and only 
stem cells with particular developmental capacities (relative to some values of n and Mi in 
lineage L). If we have a homogeneous population of stem cells with which to assay the dif-
ferentiation capacity of single cells, then success of the experiment is a foregone conclusion. 
To put the point another way, for an experiment to reveal the differentiation (and self-re-
newal) capacity of a single transplanted cell requires an assumption that renders the experi-
ment itself pointless. So the circularity here is not harmless. The claim of a crucial stem cell 
experiment relies on a presumption that can be taken as true only if we are in an epistemic 
situation that undercuts the motivation for the experiment itself. This epistemic circularity 
problem blocks what appears to be a reasonable way to avoid the evidential constraint on 
experimental identification of single stem cells.
These three considerations rebut Laplane’s objection. The allegedly crucial HSC ex-
periments show that a single cell has some differentiation capacity and self-renewal in a lin-
eage. But this does not conflict with the evidential constraint arising from the abstract stem 
cell model and the basic design of stem cell experiments (together with the epistemic situ-
ation in which those experiments are performed). My statement of this limitation asserts 
that experiments aimed at identifying stem cells and their capacities cannot demonstrate 
those capacities for a single cell. The contrary position, for the experiments at issue, com-
mits an epistemic circularity. I conclude that single-cell in vivo transplantation experiments 
like those of Naik and colleagues do not overcome the evidential constraint on identifying 
single stem cells.
5. Source of dispute
I now turn to the source of the dispute. Laplane’s objection, also raised by several stem cell 
researchers, is motivated by commitment to the epistemic value of stem cell experiments. 
24  Although, as noted above, Naik et al’s experiment can be interpreted in this way – in which case my 
claims about evidential constraints do not apply to that case. The question arises, however, of how our 
knowledge of HSC was acquired in the first place, and for those experiments the uncertainty argu-
ments come back into play (see also Fagan 2013b). 
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The evidential constraints I propose as part of the model-based approach appear to chal-
lenge this commitment, placing limits on our ability to experimentally detect stem cell ca-
pacities. This could be seen as encouraging skepticism about single stem cells, or even stem 
cells in general. From this perspective, a defense of stem cell experiments’ epistemic value is 
called for. But in fact, experimentalists and I are in agreement here. The purpose of my ab-
stract model, and consequent claims about stem cell uncertainty, is not to prompt skepti-
cism about stem cell capacities, but to facilitate methodological caution and clarity. This 
section further clarifies my model-based approach to stem cell research, showing how the 
allegedly crucial stem cell experiments fit into and support this viewpoint. The next sec-
tion considers features of experimental practice that present obstacles to this ‘compatibil-
ist’ stance.
The abstract model is a philosophical intervention in stem cell research – it is not a 
representation that scientists themselves construct or use. The model’s purpose is not to 
describe or predict experimental methods or results, but to explicate the concept that uni-
fies diverse stem cell research projects and their variety of experimental entities. To return 
to Giere’s formulation (see Section 2), I use the abstract stem cell model to represent the 
field’s central concept, for the purpose of finding some unity amidst the bewildering di-
versity of stem cell research practices. The purpose of that unification, in turn, is to render 
stem cell research more accessible to non-experts; i.e., nearly everyone apart from stem cell 
biologists themselves. So the abstract model as such does not make ‘direct contact’ with 
stem cell experiments, and is not intended as a tool for stem cell researchers (except perhaps 
in efforts at outreach).
The evidential constraint on identifying single stem cells is a consequence of applying 
the abstract model to experimental methods and results. The model is applied to particu-
lar experiments by using the details of materials and methods to specify its variables. It is 
applied to the whole class of stem cell experiments (in the sense specified in Section 2) by 
noting the ways these variables are specified in the basic experimental design. The eviden-
tial constraint follows from the latter application of the abstract model to stem cell experi-
ments, given further assumptions about our epistemic situation vis-à-vis stem cells. One 
way to understand this philosophical project is in hypothetico-deductive terms, as a ‘meta-
experimental’ prediction; i.e., a prediction about experimental evidence, which is derived 
from my abstract model and experimental conditions. On this view, the allegedly crucial 
stem cell experiments appear to be disconfirming observations, and so a good test of my 
model. The arguments in Section 4 can be interpreted in hypothetico-deductive terms as 
well: showing that there is no contradiction between the prediction (claims about the evi-
dential limitations of stem cell experiments) and observations from experimental practice.25 
While not entirely out of place, this hypothetico-deductive gloss of my project exemplifies 
now-familiar limitations of traditional theories of scientific inquiry: restricting the role of 
experiment, reducing its diverse scientific aims and activities to hypothesis-testing. The re-
lation of my abstract stem cell model to experimental practices in stem cell research is not 
best articulated in terms of hypothesis-testing, with the evidential constraint playing the 
role of a prediction to be challenged by experiment. Instead, my claim about evidential lim-
25  That the observations in this case are claims about experimental evidence is just the ‘meta’ aspect of 
this interpretation. 
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itations of stem cell experiments is better conceived as the starting-point for a more fine-
grained and nuanced account of stem cell research. Such a construal fits well with a model-
based view of scientific inquiry, emphasizing the “familial” relations linking more abstract 
with more concrete models (e.g., Giere 2004).
On this model-based approach, the evidential constraint defended above clarifies a 
number of important features of stem cell research today, including the field’s standard 
for experimental success. For over 50 years, stem cell biologists have looked to experimen-
tal techniques to manage uncertainties that follow from the stem cell concept. The most 
prevalent response is to adopt what I term “the single-cell standard” (Fagan 2013a, b). This 
stance takes as its experimental ideal a single cell in a controlled environment, with all rel-
evant ‘signals’ taken into account, so results reflect all and only the reproductive output of 
that single starting cell. Measured stem cell capacities can then be unambiguously attrib-
uted to that cell in that environment. Technologies that track a single cell’s reproductive 
output over time, combined with techniques that measure character values of single cells, 
can yield data of this sort. Progress in stem cell biology takes the form of more detailed and 
direct measurements of single cells and their descendants.
The single-cell transplant experiments, far from contradicting my view, are precisely in 
line with the general trend that is explicated by the evidential constraints I propose. By im-
proving our ‘grasp’ on single candidate stem cells, single-cell transplant experiments pro-
vide better evidence for stem cell capacities, compared to earlier methods using cell popula-
tions. None of this contradicts the in-principle evidential constraint on identifying single 
stem cells. Experiments that satisfy the single-cell standard provide evidence about stem 
cell capacities – but only relative to the set of characters and environments used in the experi-
ment. Inferences that go beyond these experimental situations are unavoidably specula-
tive. More general results are obtained from replicate experiments using a range of environ-
ments, given the (provisional) assumption that the starting population is homogeneous. 
But as new cell characters C and M are discovered or made accessible to measurement, and 
new environments engineered, the homogeneity assumption must be continually reassessed 
and revised.
The evidential constraint defended above is therefore not an indictment of experi-
mental practices in stem cell biology, nor a challenge to the epistemic value of stem cell 
experiments. Rather, it articulates a constraint within which these experiments operate, 
thereby making intelligible a number of general features of stem cell research. These in-
clude, as noted above, long-running debates over developmental potential of stem cells 
from different sources, and the endurance of the single-cell standard. Another feature of 
the field, rapid turnover in stem cell hypotheses and terminology, is also explained: due to 
the evidential constraint, substantive models of stem cells are provisional and rapidly be-
come obsolete. The evidential constraint also helps us understand the significance of the 
variety of stem cell types (e.g., Table 1). This diversity is not a symptom of incomplete un-
derstanding, but a consequence of the general stem cell concept. Claims about stem cells 
based on different elaborations of the basic model do not conflict. The diversity of stem 
cells should not be a source of contention, but a positive resource for inquiry. Finally, this 
account of experiment evidence in stem cell research challenges the traditional dichot-
omy of science and technology. Technical innovations that increase experimenters’ abil-
ity to measure and track single cells provide stronger evidence for hypotheses about stem 
cells, by more closely approximating the ideal single-cell standard. Single-cell technologies 
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are thus an important form of progress in stem cell biology, with evidential significance. 
Instead of progress through refinements of theories and models, stem cell biology makes 
progress through technological innovations that improve our access to developmental ac-
tivities of single cells.
The single-cell in vivo transplantation experiments cited by Laplane and others are not 
counterexamples to the model-based account, but rather instances of the single-cell stand-
ard at work in the stem cell field. These apparently crucial experiments are part of a more 
general trend that my model-based account motivates and clarifies. There is always some 
uncertainty about the stem cell capacities we can measure, for single stem cells. But this is 
ground for methodological caution, not full-blown skepticism about stem cell capacities. 
So the evidential constraint defended in the above sections is not an attack on the epis-
temic value of stem cell experiments, but part of a general framework that vindicates them 
within the wider context of the field.
6. Experimental assumptions
We can now see the basic tension driving this debate. The abstract stem cell model pre-
sented above is a theoretical construct. It selects and explicates what I take to be essential 
features of the stem cell concept. This model and its experimental applications ‘cover’ a 
wide range of stem cell phenomena. My approach therefore adds something to the field 
that does not fully comport with stem cell researchers’ own epistemic and explanatory 
norms. The latter are, understandably, closely tied to standards of experimental progress, 
which hinge on technical improvements in our ‘grasp’ of single cells. It is reasonable that 
stem cell biologists, and philosophers who work closely with them and adopt their perspec-
tive, would respond to my claims as though they were directly about experiments. Experi-
mental results and their interpretation are the currency of stem cell researchers’ own argu-
ments.
The hypothetico-deductive model of scientific inquiry may also be implicated here. 
This traditional account, though offering a limited and reductive view of experimenta-
tion, enjoys wide currency in many scientific fields today. As discussed above, my argu-
ment in Section 2 above may be understood in hypothetico-deductive terms, as a second-
order prediction requiring meta-experimental test. Experimental scientists accustomed to 
thinking of their own inquiries in hypothetico-deductive terms may implicitly use the same 
framework to assess my account of stem cell research. In this framework, progress is made 
through potentially disconfirming experimental tests. The counterexample proposed by 
Laplane and others appears to be a good, rigorous test of my view (Section 3); my rebuttal 
in Section 4 can also be glossed in these terms. But, as the previous section argues, the hy-
pothetico-deductive formulation misses the point of my project. The evidential constraint 
and the abstract model that underlies it are intended to explicate the background concep-
tual framework within which stem cell experiments take place.
There may be good reasons for experimental biologists to ignore such background con-
siderations. The challenge of innovating and troubleshooting experimental methods to 
reveal new aspects of complex biological systems is formidable. Stem cell biologists spend 
considerable resources of time, energy, and funds in generating experimental results. So it is 
understandable that they tend to see those results as the ‘main event’ of scientific inquiry, 
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rather than as fragments of a broader view. From this local standpoint, the conceptual 
background that is the primary focus of my account may well appear otiose or irrelevant. 
In its indirect relation to the fine-grained details of experimental methods and results, my 
model-based account resembles the covering-law view of explanation: a philosophical arti-
fact “peripheral” to the actual practices of experimental biology (Schaffner 1993). From a 
perspective immersed in experimental methods and results, the apparent contradiction be-
tween crucial stem cell experiments and the claims about stem cell uncertainty may be my 
account’s only point of interest.
Are there considerations to counterbalance experimenters’ resistance to abstract inter-
ventions by philosophers? Although full treatment of this issue is beyond the scope of this 
paper, the stem cell debate suggests several avenues to pursue in future work. A model-
based approach to inquiry, with tolerance for multiple purposes, allows for more options 
than traditional methodology. Experimental biologists, particularly in the stem cell field, 
are well aware of the importance of outreach to broader audiences. Even the most nar-
rowly focused, insular projects benefit from finding ways to extend experimental tech-
niques and results to other contexts. Model-based accounts that aim to engage non-expert 
audiences, like the abstract stem cell model and its consequences, could be valuable tools 
in these ‘extra-laboratory’ aspects of experimental practice. Another way in which abstract 
modeling approaches can contribute to experimental inquiry is in helping keep track of 
the epistemic status of key background assumptions presupposed by particular experi-
ments. Many stem cell experiments, including that of Naik et al (2013), proceed from the 
assumption that some population of stem cells (such as HSC) are already ‘in hand,’ identi-
fied and characterized. This provisional working hypothesis is easily confused with robust 
scientific fact, leading to an inflated view of our epistemic situation vis-à-vis stem cells.26 
The experimental literature on stem cells leads to the impression that we already know, 
at least for some cases, a set of character-values C had by all and only stem cells. However, 
cross-experimental comparisons of results indicate (independently of the arguments pre-
sented here) that no such set of character-values exists for stem cells in general (Leychkis 
et al 2009). By focusing attention on exactly what is assumed in generating a particular ex-
perimental result, against a background framework including the abstract definition of 
stem cells, a model-based approach can help prevent ‘premature optimism’ in stem cell 
research. This in turn could counteract the tendency to over-hype the prospects for this 
field, offering a more realistic picture for audiences outside the community of stem cell re-
searchers.
7. Conclusion
Contra Laplane and several stem cell scientists, I have argued that experiments cannot iden-
tify and characterize single stem cells, because we cannot directly measure self-renewal and 
differentiation for a single cell. The single-cell transplantation experiments cited by my 
critics do not overcome this evidential constraint, for at least three reasons. First, the ex-
periments do not measure self-renewal for a single cell. Second, these in vivo experiments 
26  See Section 4c above.
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do not establish the precise differentiation potential for a single cell. Third, their results in-
terpreted in terms of single cells presuppose facts not yet known – the very facts about stem 
cells that are under experimental investigation. The experiments do show that some degree 
of self-renewal and differentiation occurs following a successful single-cell transplant. But 
this does not unequivocally establish that the transplanted cell is itself a stem cell. The sin-
gle-cell transplant experiments are not counterexamples to the evidential constraint I have 
defended, but well-motivated responses to it, conforming to the ‘single-cell standard’ that 
marks progress in stem cell research. In addition to this defense of my view, I have traced 
the roots of the dispute to contrasts between my own abstract modeling approach, and the 
aims and standards of experimentalists working in that field. Finally, I offer some sugges-
tions for overcoming these differences of perspective.
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